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Unsecured Funding Markets
EUR Funding Markets --- STEP

Key Developments and Aspects:
(January 2024 to May 2024)

 Total amounts outstanding across currencies show 
some volatility in 2024 whereby 

 ME May-24 reduced back to ME Jan-24

 ME Mar-24 (€503.5bn) was the peak

 EUR outstanding increased while the USD one 
reduced by the same amount between Jan-24 and 
May-24

 Regarding the residual maturities, we do see 

 some roll-down from 1M to 1W (€~12.5bn) and 
from 6M to 3M (€~4bn)

 but also an increase in 12M which, in turn, could 
be viewed as a slightly positive development 
(small incremental amount, though)

 Short-dated EUR rates fairly stable and moved lower 
as expected with the anticipated rate cut in ECB June 
2024 meeting

 EUR 12M rates have increased following the change in
market expectations around ‘EUR rates higher for
longer’
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Unsecured Funding Markets
EUR Funding Markets --- EURIBOR and €STR

Key Developments and Aspects:

 Euribor-related aggregated notional volumes (between Jan-24 
and Apr-24) reported showed some reductions, especially in the 3M 
tenor

 12M Euribor rates have trended higher since the start of 2024, in 
parts driven by the market view ‘€ term rates higher for longer’

 €STR daily volumes have been traded in a fairly wide range (€39bn 
to €66bn) whereby the trend over the last 3 months has currently 
been pointing to slightly lower daily amounts (see blue line)

 €STR daily fixings have seen some minor volatility, especially 
around month- and quarter-ends as well as on local public holidays 
(see green line)

Euribor Rates 
(Dec 20, 2024 to Jun 7, 2024)    

€STR Rates
(Dec 20, 2024 to Jun 7, 2024)    

Source: Bloomberg LLP 

Source: Bloomberg LLP 
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Unsecured Funding Markets
USD Funding Markets

FED NY - USD CP (Financials)

 Small reduction in overall outstanding since Dec-23 ($-
15bn)  trend to lower amounts continues

 Increase in Domestics ($+34bn) vs decrease in Foreigns
($-49bn)

 AA Financial CP rates (up to 3M) since Dec-23 have been 
moving a in relatively narrow range

STEP- USD CP
 Lower amounts outstanding since ME Jan-24

USD Fed Funds (FFE), SOFR, and OBFR, and US 
Treasury Cash Balances

 Fairly stable amounts for FFE and OBFR

 SOFR does show a wider range since Dec-23, i.e. between
$1.6trn and $2.1trn

 US Treasury’s cash balance has come down significantly 
from the highs ($~950bn)

RRP Balances 
 Quite a substantial reduction in these balances since 2023

Daily Volumes: FFE, SOFR, OBFR, US Treasury Cash Balance
(Dec 20, 2024 to Jun 7, 2024)    

Source: Bloomberg LLP Source: Federal Reserve Bank New York
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Unsecured Funding Markets
EUR and USD Interest Rates (Dec 20, 2024 to Jun 7, 2024)

€STR vs $ SOFR 1Y1Y Fwd€STR vs $ SOFR – 3M, 6M, 12M (short end)

€STR vs $ SOFR – 2Y, 5Y, 10Y (medium terms)

Source: Bloomberg LLP 

Source: Bloomberg LLP Source: Bloomberg LLP 

Aspects to consider:

 US economy and inflation data have had sizable effects on USD rates 
and curves and, therefore, affected the FED monetary policy 
communications and decisions (e.g. slowing of QT, fewer dots in 2024)
 ‘higher rates for longer’

 EUR rates and curves have also been affected to some extent by these 
changes on the USD side, indicating a potential increase in the 
correlation between the two currencies

 In general, very high intra-day and DoD, WoW, and MoM volatility in both 
markets and curves, among other aspects, driven by economic and 
inflation data differences between surveys & expectations vs actuals as 
well as positioning by market participants
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Unsecured Funding Markets
EUR IR Basis

Aspects to consider:

 € 3ME / €STR 3M basis spreads have been fairly volatile and trading 
in a range between 0.0bps and +10.6bps since Dec 1, 2023 due to 
different reasons, e.g.

 changes in ECB excess cash levels

 ECB monetary policy decisions and the respective
uncertainty around size and timing

 Term € 3ME / €STR basis spreads have trended tighter since early 
Dec-23 indicating fewer uncertainties around future EUR funding 
markets

 € 6s3s basis spreads especially in the shorter end have tightened a 
few bps

€ 3ME / €STR 3M basis

€ 3ME / €STR basis --- 1Y to 30Y € 6s3s basis --- 1Y to 30Y

Source: Bloomberg LLP 
Source: Bloomberg LLP 

Source: Bloomberg LLP 
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Unsecured Funding Markets
EUR/USD FX & XCCY Basis

Aspects to consider:

 €/$ FX & XCCY basis spreads across both spot and 
forward curves have tightened quite significantly since 
Dec-23, to a large extent driven by the very short end, 
e.g. due to

 Lower Issuance volumes by the US Treasury
department

 higher USD excess cash levels in the system 
for longer than originally anticipated

 reduction in QT speed at the last FED 
meeting

 Medium to longer dated spreads also affected by 
strong USD funding and credit markets, making it 
more attractive for non-domestic issuers (e.g. 
European issuers) to issue in USD and swap the 
liquidity back to their respective currencies (e.g. EUR)

 XCCY spot spread curve flattening since Dec-23 
indicating more confidence about higher USD liquidity 
available to the markets for longer and lower  
uncertainty levels

Source: Bloomberg LLP 


